
Bangor Bridge 

A bridge constructed at the crossing over the Owenmore river during 1843 (? ) to a design attributed to 

Henry Brett (d. 1882 ) county surveyor for Mayo.  It was regarded as an important component of the 

mid nineteenth century civil engineering heritage of Co. Mayo with the architectural value of the 

composition by the elegant ‘sweep’ also by ‘sparrow pecked’ dressings.  The four segmental arches had 

drag edged rusticated limestone ashlar voussoirs.  Structure had repointed coursed tooled cut - limestone 

walls centred on tooled limestone ashlar triangular cutwaters to piers of pyramidal capping with dragged 

cut - limestone stringcourses that supported parapets with tooled cut - limestone rounded coping. This 

bridge was repaired during 1962.  A benchmark remains that may provide additional interest for the 

connections with cartography & the preparation of maps by the Ordnance Survey (established 1824 

)  Registered number is 31302605.  Coordinates are 86242, 322873. (date recorded 20th January 2011 

)  [v] 

Bangor bridge is a four - arched masonry bridge that spanned the Owenmore river in Bangor in north 

Mayo.  Constructed between 1816 & 1838: https://www.mayo-ireland.ie/en/about-

mayo/history/bridges-in-co-mayo.html 

Ballaccorick Musical Bridge 

An article by author may be viewed at this link: 

https://www.ouririshheritage.org/content/archive/place/miscellaneous-place/bellacorrick-musical-

bridge 

Ballina Bridges 

An article by author may be viewed at this 

link:https://www.ouririshheritage.org/content/archive/place/miscellaneous-place/ballina-bridges 

Bellakip 

Bellakip bridge was constructed circa 1700: it spanned the Bellakip river.  It represented an integral 

component of the civil engineering heritage of Louisburgh rural environs by the elegant ‘sweep’ of the 

arches.  The pair of segmental arches with limestone ashlar voussoirs was erected with unrefined local 

fieldstone that was offset by sheer limestone dressings. Walls were centred on limestone ashlar rounded 

triangular cutwaters to pier that had domed pyramidal capping.  It was still in situ during 1838.  A 

benchmark remains of additional interest for the connections with cartography also the preparation of 

maps by the ordnance survey (established 1824 )  Images may be viewed at this link. Register number 

is 31309601.  Coordinates are 82553, 279708.  (date recorded 21st January 2011) [vi] 

Castlegore Bridge 

This bridge spanned the river Deel in County Mayo.  It contributed to the fragmented Castle Gore estate 

with the architectural value of the composition confirmed by the ‘sparrow pecked’ dressings also by 

the elegant ‘sweep’ of the five arches with drag edged tooled limestone ashlar voussoirs. Walls were 

centred on tooled limestone ashlar triangular cutwaters to piers to south elevation on mass - concrete 

battered bases with pyramidal capping with stone - encrusted rendered rounded coping to parapets.  It 

was extant during 1838.  An image is featured on this site.  Registered number is 

31303009.  Coordinates are 117877, 318894. [vii] 

Caslegore bridge was erected across the Deel river near Crossmolina.  Constructed between 1791 to 

1816 when Lord Tyrawley founded his Deel castle estate.  The bridge had five arches with cutwaters 

also gentle rise towards the centre. [viii] 
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 Clapper Bridge Louisburgh 

A lengthy 'Clapper Bridge’  or footbridge was constructed by John Alexander, secretary of the Society 

for the Protection of Rights of Conscience.  The thirty - seven ‘clapper bridge’  or footbridge spanned 

the Bunleemshough river in Louisburgh.  Erected to a cranked  L - shaped plan the bridge was widely 

accepted as an important component of the nineteenth century County Mayo heritage.  Several images 

feature on this site.  Registered number is 31309503. Coordinates are 75352, 275928.  (date recorded 

21st January 2011 ) [ix] 

This Bunlahinch Clapper bridge is the largest complete clapper bridge within Ireland.  The design was 

prehistoric, but several bridges may be dated to the medieval period. Constructed west of Louisburgh 

in Co. Mayo it spanned the narrow Bunleemshough river at its low water depth.  This pedestrian bridge 

was fifty metres in length.  Constructed with thirty seven arches it dated to the 1840’s.  Materials used 

were capper or flat limestone slabs circa 0.6 metres in width that rested on piers of approximately 0.6 

metres above the riverbed.  [x] 

During 1863 John Alexander constructed the 'clapper bridge'  across the streams that separated two 

rows of houses.  This remarkable bridge took its name from the word 'Clapper' which is the plural for 

the Anglo - Saxon word 'Clam.’   It signified a construction Roman in origin.  This bridge was a low 

curved construction of one hundred & thirty feet in length & formed of thirty - eight boulders 

spanned  stone slabs. It also consisted of a row of two uprights crossed by a topping slab. [xi] 

The Clapper bridge or locally known 'Colony bridge' is situated west of Louisburgh at Burlehinch near 

Killeen.  Believed to have dated from medieval era. & is the largest complete primitive clapper bridge 

within Ireland.  Constructed for pedestrians at a river site where the water depth was generally low.  This 

bridge spanned fifty metres across the river.  The thirty - seven arches were superbly constructed of a 

clapper or flat limestone slab approximately 0.6 metres in width that rested on a pier approximately 0.6 

metres above the riverbed.  This bridge remains an unique yet unusual monument to a distressful period 

of Irish history. (Mayo County Council maintains the Bridge in unblemished condition )  [xii] 

This Clapper bridge takes its name from the word ‘Clapper’ the plural for the Anglo - Saxon word 

‘Cleaca’ or 'Bridging the Stepping - Stones.’  Located at The Colony near Louisburgh the clapper bridge 

is a footbridge that spans the Bunleemshough river.  Constructed to a Low curved design it was forty 

metres in length.  It was formed by thirty - eight boulders spanned by stone slabs across a shallow 

ford.  It remains an unique & unusual monument to a distressful period of Irish history.  (Mayo County 

Council maintains the bridge in unblemished condition ) [xiii] 

Clongullaune Bridge 

The Clongullaune bridge spanned the river Moy.  This road bridge was constructed to a design attributed 

to Alexander Nimmo (1783 - 1832 ) engineer to the western district (Wilkins 2009 (249 ) during 1822 

to 1825.  This included a series of six round or segmental arches with tooled limestone ashlar or 

repointed cut - limestone voussoirs.  Completed during 1826 it was extant in 1838.  This bridge 

represented an integral component of the early nineteenth century civil engineering heritage of 

Swinford’s rural environs with the architectural value of the composition by the surviving ‘sparrow 

pecked’ stonework of the elegant ‘sweep’ of the arches.  The limestone walls were constructed with 

coursed rubble retained sections of tuck - pointed tooled limestone ashlar centred on triangular 

cutwaters to piers with pyramidal capping that also rendered rounded coping to parapets.  Aspects of 

the composition clearly illustrated the bridges near - total reconstruction that was attributed to Edward 

Keville Dixon (1860 -1942) county surveyor for Mayo (IAA ) that followed an explosion that occurred 

during ‘The Troubles’  of 1919 - 1923. (ibid., 247 )  possibly from  1921 to 1922.  Several images 

feature at this link.  Registered number is 31306106.  Coordinates are 134804, 301483. [xiv] 



Clongullaune bridge’s former stone arch bridge on the N26 near Swinford: has been replaced with a 

steel  span beam structure of reinforced abutments. It’s length is 83.1 metres.  (NBC July 2022 ) 

Clongullaune bridge is a six - arched structure constructed pre - 1811.  Located near Swinford in Mayo, 

it spans the river Moy.  During the War of Independence it was extensively damaged. [xv] 

The Mayo News  features an image of the realigned Cloongullane bridge 25th May 2021. (page 15 ) 

Deel Bridge 

Crossmolina town is situated on the river Deel.  The town derived its name from the Irish ‘Cros Ui 

Maolfhiona’  as a result of a cross erected  in O Maolfhiona’s  memory. (He was the local ruling family 

member & chieftain of Clann Fiachra )  A large stone bridge was originally Constructed over this river 

but was replaced during 1893 by an iron bridge.  A further bridge was constructed on the site during 

the 1980’s. [xvi] 

Deel bridge is located south - east of Bellacorick in Co. Mayo.  Constructed pre 1816 it spanned the 

Deel river: https://www.mayo-ireland.ie/en/about-mayo/history/bridges-in-co-mayo.html 

Drumsheel Upper 

Defined as a narrow ‘accommodation bridge’  identified as an integral component of the mid nineteenth 

century civil engineering heritage of south Mayo that spanned Cong Canal by the elegant ‘sweep’ of 

the single arch.  There had been an ill - fated Cong Canal begun during 1848 that was abandoned in 

1856 under the drainage (Ireland) Act 1846.  This single segmental arch was prepared in 

1852.  Constructed during 1853 then completed in 1854.  Designed with the architectural value of the 

composition of the rock faced dressings & Rusticated rock faced limestone ashlar ‘crow 

stepped’  voussoirs  centred on rusticated rock faced cut - limestone keystones.  The walls were erected 

with coursed or snecked limestone between coursed or snecked limestone battered piers while rock 

faced cut - limestone stringcourses supported parapets with rock faced cut - limestone coping.  The 

bridge was in situ during 1894.  A discreet benchmark remains of additional interest for the connections 

of cartography with the preparation of maps by the ordnance survey (established 1824 )  There is an 

image on this page.  Registered number is 31216002. Coordinates are 114695, 255941.  (date recorded 

13/12/2010 )  [xvii] 

Foxford 

Foxford bridge that spanned the river Moy represented an integral component of the civil engineering 

heritage of Co. Mayo with the architectural value also the elegant ‘sweep’ of the arches with the rock 

faced surface finish offset by ‘sparrow pecked’  sheer limestone dressings.  According to Lewis 1837 

(I, 634 ) one retained the basis of 'a very ancient bridge…now in a state of decay.'  This bridge was 

constructed with a series of seven round arches with drag edged tooled limestone ashlar voussoirs.  It 

had tuck pointed coursed rock faced cut - limestone wall to south - west upriver with elevation centred 

on drag edged rock faced limestone ashlar triangular cutwaters to piers. Also drag edged tooled cut - 

limestone pyramidal capping with drag edged rock faced cut - limestone stringcourses to support 

parapets.  It included  drag edged rock faced roughhewn limestone coping.  The bridge was extant in 

1895.  A discreet benchmark remains of additional interest for the connections with cartography also 

the preparation of maps by the ordnance survey (established 1824 )  An image features on this 

site.  Registered number is 31206002.  Coordinates are 126848, 304134.  (date recorded 26th November 

2010 ) [xviii] 

Glenacally Bridge 

https://www.mayo-ireland.ie/en/about-mayo/history/bridges-in-co-mayo.html


Glenacally bridge was constructed to a design by Alexander Nimmo (1783 - 1832) engineer to the 

western district that spanned the Glennacally river.  Widely regarded as an important component of the 

early nineteenth century civil engineering heritage of south Mayo with the architectural value of the 

confirmed by the sheer sandstone dressings also by the ‘pointed’  profile of the single arch road 

bridge.  Constructed during 1826 of coursed or snecked sandstone walls with abbreviated drag edged 

tooled cut - sandstone stringcourses that supported parapets of rubble sandstone coping.  The pointed 

arch with sandstone ashlar voussoirs centred on inscribed cut - sandstone keystone dated ‘1826.’  This 

bridge was in situ during 1824.  A discreet benchmark remains of additional interest for the connections 

with cartography & the preparation of maps by the ordnance survey.  Registered number is 

31311605.  Coordinates are 93473, 265647. (date recorded 11th November 2011 ) [xix] 

The Glennacally river is situated on the north west side of Maumtrasna Mountains near Leenane. 

Originally a ford crossed the stream.  Pre - 1816 a single pointed arch was constructed to replace the 

old ford at Glenacally bridge. [xx] 

This PDF references  Glenacally bridge: 

https://connemaramountainwalkingfestival.com/assets/files/Connemara%20Mountain%20Walking%2

0Festival%202020%20Itenary.pdf 

Glenacally bridge is referenced on Sunday walk B  in this PDF: 

https://www.leenanevillage.com/Walks_2018.pdf 

Hollymount Bridge 

This footbridge constructed on the fragmented Hollymount house estate continued the development or 

‘improvement’  of the estate during the nineteenth century with the architectural value of the 

composition by the ‘sparrow pecked’ sheer limestone dressings also by the elegant ‘sweep’ of the 

arches.  The bridge known as ‘demesne bridge’  twenty - first report 1853 131 ) spanned the Robe 

river.  Bridge was constructed with a series of five segmental arches with tooled limestone ashlar 

voussoirs centred on tooled cut - limestone keystones with coursed rubble limestone walls.  Centred on 

tooled limestone ashlar triangular cutwaters to piers on drag edged rock faced limestone ashlar bases 

also with capping of roughhewn limestone ‘battlemented’ coping to parapets.  It was extant in 1853 (? 

)  Photograph courtesy of Mayo County Council.  Registered number is 31311024. Coordinates are 

126255, 268610.  (date recorded 7th March 2011 ) [xxi] 

The simple triple arched Hollymount bridge is on the approach to Hollymount village.  It spans over a 

bridge on river Robe.  It is a typical south Mayo bridge constructed out of local limestone. [xxii] 

Luggykelly 

This single arched road bridge over a stream represented an integral component of the civil engineering 

heritage outskirts of Westport with the architectural value of the composition by the rock faced surface 

finish that demonstrated by the elegant 'sweep’  of the arch.  Constructed over  a minor stream crossing 

once channelled as a mill race to provide power to the nearby Quay Flour Mills.  It was a single round 

arch with repointed rock faced limestone ashlar voussoirs.  Bridge was constructed with repointed 

snecked rock faced limestone battered walls with rounded coping to parapets.  Extant during 1838 it 

was disused by 1897.  Two images feature on this site.  Registered number is 31211018.  Coordinates 

are 97740, 284185.  (date recorded 27th August 2008 )  [xxiii] 

Knockadangan 

Joe O' Donovan the Mayo born engineer is remembered for his bridge designs that included the 

spectacular Boyne bridge on the M1 Motorway west of Drogheda in Co Louth also the Dargan bridge 

https://connemaramountainwalkingfestival.com/assets/files/Connemara%20Mountain%20Walking%20Festival%202020%20Itenary.pdf
https://connemaramountainwalkingfestival.com/assets/files/Connemara%20Mountain%20Walking%20Festival%202020%20Itenary.pdf
https://www.leenanevillage.com/Walks_2018.pdf


that carries the Luas Light Rail over the Taney road junction in Dundrum Dublin.  This Knockadangan 

bridge was constructed during 1978.  (‘The Irish Times’ 17th May 2008 )  [xxiv] 

Knockadangan bridge is located east of Toreen in Mayo according to this link: 

https://mapcarta.com/18977616 

This bridge is referenced at this link: https://satellites.pro/Knockadangan_Bridge_map#54.107498,-

9.295244,18 

Palmerstown Bridge 

This eleven - arched road bridge spanned the Palmerstown river at Doonamona in Mayo. This bridge 

was constructed in the north of the county.  Widely accepted as an important component during the 

eighteenth century’s civil engineering heritage with the architectural value of the composition by the 

‘sparrow pecked’ sheer limestone dressings that demonstrated the good quality workmanship also the 

elegant ‘sweep’ of the arches (featured by Taylor & Skinner 1778 page 219 )  The arches included 

tooled limestone ashlar voussoirs.  The roughcast walls centred on tooled limestone ashlar triangular 

cutwaters to piers that had pyramidal capping with rendered coping to parapets.  Bridge was in situ 

during 1777.  A discreet Benchmark remains of additional interest for the connections with cartography 

with the preparation of maps by the ordnance survey (established 1824 )  Registered number is 

31301417. Coordinates are117268, 331445. [xxv] 

The eleven stone arched Palmerstown Bridge spans the Cloonaghmore river.  Located north - west of 

Killala between Castlereagh & Rathnawooraun townlands.  According to folklore it was constructed 

circa 1788 by the Langan brothers of Donegal.  During 1798 General Humbert with his French army 

crossed over the bridge following their landing at Kilcummin. [xxvi] 

Pat Randall’s Bridge 

A three arched bridge was constructed during 1780 that spans on the Tooemore river.  It is situated at 

Loghtavarry near Castlebar.  [xxvii] 

Sonnagh Bridge Charlestown 

Sonnagh bridge at Charlestown was constructed to a design by John Joseph Noonan (b. 1879/80 ) county 

surveyor for Mayo north riding.  This two - arched road bridge of segmental arches included drag edged 

rock faced limestone ashlar voussoirs that spanned the River Sonnagh: it  represented an integral 

component of the early twentieth century civil engineering heritage of Charlestown rural environs with 

the architectural by the elegant ‘sweep’  of the arches & by the robust rock faced surface 

finish.  Reconstructed 'by direct labour'  it retained portions of an eighteenth century bridge marked on 

the first edition of the ordnance survey (surveyed 1838; published 1839 )   Constructed with tuck 

pointed snecked rock faced limestone walls between drag edged rock faced cut - limestone buttressed 

piers centred on tooled limestone.  An ashlar triangular cutwater pier to south upriver with elevation of 

pyramidal capping of drag edged rock faced cut - limestone stringcourses that supported parapets that 

had drag edged rock faced cut - limestone coping. A benchmark was Inscribed with cut - limestone Date 

Stone ‘1915 – 1916.’   The bridge was extant during 1917.  A submerged benchmark remains of 

additional interest for the connections with cartography with the preparation of maps by the ordnance 

survey (established 1824 )  Registered number is 31306207.  Coordinates are 144834, 300986.  (date 

recorded 6th November 2010 )  [xxviii] 

Sonnagh river is located just outside Charlestown.  During 1915 Swinford District Council constructed 

the Sonnagh bridge to replace the pre - 1816 bridge. [xxix] 

https://mapcarta.com/18977616
https://satellites.pro/Knockadangan_Bridge_map#54.107498,-9.295244,18
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Shrule 

This Shrule single segmental arched road bridge between drag edged tooled limestone ashlar ‘bas-

relief’  piers with drag edged rock faced limestone ashlar radiating voussoirs spanned the Black river.  It 

represented an integral component of the mid nineteenth century civil engineering heritage of south 

Mayo with the architectural value of the composition confirmed by the elegant ‘sweep’ of the arch & 

the rock faced surface finish with this arch succeeded an eighteenth century bridge that was Illustrated 

in ‘The Dublin Penny Journal.’ (9th February 1833 )   Walls were constructed with tuck pointed snecked 

rock faced limestone battered with benchmark inscribed drag edged rock faced limestone ashlar 

parapets of mass - concrete rounded coping.  It was in situ during 1857.  A benchmark remains of 

additional interest for the connections with cartography & the preparation of maps by the ordnance 

survey (established 1824 )  Images with a sketch are featured at this link.  Registered number is 

31312215.  Coordinates are 128041, 252594.  (date recorded 14th December 2010 ) [xxx] 

Ugool 

Up until the early 1980’s residents on the far side of the Ugool Suspension bridge near Bellacorrick in 

north Mayo were unable to bring their vehicles to their homes without taking a longer alternative 

upstream route that could only be assessed when the river was low. During 1982 Mayo County Council 

demolished the old suspension bridge then constructed a new Ugool bridge.  It was a single -  lane fixed 

reinforced bridge. [xxxi] 

Ugool bridge within Co. Mayo was designed during 1981 by Mayo born engineer Joe O'Donovan 

according to an article in ‘The Irish Times’  17th May 2008. [xxxii] 

Westport Demense 

A bridge erected to a design attributed to Richard Castle (d. 1751 ) contributed positively to the values 

of the Westport house estate with the architectural value of the composition of the elegant ‘sweep’ of 

the arches also by the ‘sparrow pecked’  sheer limestone Bridge dressings spanned the Westport or 

Carrowbeg river within the Westport Estate.  Colloquially known as ‘the house bridge.’  Constructed 

in 1734 (? ) with a series of four segmental arches in with drag edged tooled limestone ashlar block & 

start voussoirs.  Part walls were centred on drag edged tooled cut - limestone triangular cutwaters to 

piers with cut - limestone coping to parapets.  The bridge was extant during 1760.  A discreet benchmark 

remains of additional interest for the connections with cartography & the preparation of maps by the 

ordnance survey. (established 1824 )  Registered number is 31211050. Coordinates are 98833, 284595. 

(date recorded 21st August 2008 )  [xxxiii] 

A bridge was erected as one of a non-identical pair (see 31211052 illustrated ) the continued 

development or ‘improvement’ of the Westport house estate at the turn of the nineteenth century with 

the architectural value of the composition, one superseding a bridge included in ‘Westport House’ (1760 

) by George Moore.  It was confirmed by the 'sparrow pecked’  sheer limestone dressings by the elegant 

‘sweep’ of the arch at a crossing over the Westport or Carrowbeg river within Westport House 

grounds.  The single segmental arched road bridge with drag edged rusticated cut - limestone block & 

start voussoirs centred on drag edged rusticated cut - limestone keystones that had part repointed 

coursed rubble limestone walls with dragged cut - limestone ‘saddleback’ coping supported drag edged 

dragged cut - limestone piers with beaded stringcourses below stepped capping centred on balustraded 

parapets.  The bridge was extant 1838.  Several images featured at this link.  Registered number is 

31212008.  Coordinates are 99346, 284500.  (date recorded 22nd August 2008 ) [xxxiv] 

Windy Gap Bridge 



The Windy Gap bridge is located at the area known as the Windy Gap near Castlebar.  This old barrel 

arch bridge was constructed pre - 1816.  It is referenced  at this link: https://www.mayo-

ireland.ie/en/about-mayo/history/bridges-in-co-mayo.html 

 

Several images of bridges within Mayo feature at this link: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bridges_in_County_Mayo 
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